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effects on passive and d amic electr ical proper
ties and on cell water parameters were studied in~muscle cells_ fror~~mus
des of~-the South American,IF4og Leptodactilus O~e1latus. Microwave ex-

sure of 10 ~~~ in~~ f or.rr~~~iiTod oi~ 12O minutes 1aS”~~oduced transient
anges on specif ic membrane resistance,~,~7the membrane capacitance ’ç~,9—

and the space constant X-~~Those electrical parameters related to the exci

tation and propagation of the action potential, i.e.Jthe rate constant~
kr ~nd)~~~ the maximum ra te of rise ‘.Qand fall the action potential,

the limiting membrane conductances ‘(-gNa and gR)~ the peaks of sodium in
ward and potassium outward ionic curr nEs., the net ionic charge accumul a-
tiork#±er’ action potential and the propagation velocity of the action po
tential, were all transiently altered . c~~~~ater membrane permeability

and the fraction of the cell volume which is osmotically available were

also transiently altered.

- - L
Tflianalysis of these parameters 4~~~— shewn~that the trans ient changes

evoked by microwave radiation are higher in muscle cells from A winter
frogs~ than from ‘~summer frogs’~, recover ing the ir initial control values
within1ti~~~constants~~~~~ pproximately 20 and 3 minutes, respectively. —..

Thermal effects on these parameters of muscle cells evoked by non-elec-

~gnetic heating were eliminated by cooling, corresponding to time

~~~~~~~~~~ ants between 1 and 2 minutes.

/ ~—,e -

Seasonal differences)in the observed transient microwave radiation

effects are analyzed . ~~t was concluded that microwave exposure to

did not produce permanent effects on electrical and cell water parameters.
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INTRODUCTION

Microwave radiation at sufficiently high power levels is known
to cause biological effects mainly due to the generation of heat

in the organism. Effects observed at high levels include observ-

able lesions, secondary injury from hyperthermia and cataract for-

mation (Carpenter 1959, 1968; Michaelson 1971).

Some workers have suggested that the Nervous System is transi-

ently affected by microwaves, even at low power densities exposures

of microwave radiation. The extent and importance of more subtle

changes which may occur at lower level powers particularly with con-

tinued or long term exposure are not known adequately (Diehi 1972;

Frey 1961—1971; Gordon 1961—1970; Houk 1972; Kamenskiy 1964, 1968;

Lobanova 1962; McLees and Finch 1973;. Pressman 1962—1970).

These radiation effects include neurasthenic responses to appar—
ently low exposure levels and suspected behavioural changes, neuro—

endocrine effects, cardiovascular changes and other effects (Milroy

1972; McLees and Finch 1973).

With the exception of thermal effects induced by the agitation
of polar molecules by the alternating electric field, little is
known about basic interaction between the electromagnetic field and
the molecular and cellular constituents of an organism. It is basic-
ally important to determine whether an observed effect is irreparable
(irreversible) or merely transient (reversible), disappearing when
the electromagnetic field is removed or after some interval of time.

Absorbtivity of microwave energy varies over regions of the body.
Careful attention must be therefore given to dosimetry, exposure

• time, environmental considerations, field proximity, pulsed and con-
tinuous microwave energy, types and power outputs of microwave gene—
rators (i.e., frequency, average power density and peak power density
in the pulsed condition, power density in the continuous wave condi- - -

tion) in relation to effects observed if any, and hazard potential
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evaluated in the light of this information . The amount of microwave

energy absorbed by an object, which is usually dissipated as heat,
depends on the electrical properties of the object, the power den—
sity of the field and the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation
with respect to the size of the object (Schwan 1954 , 1971, 1972;
Pressma n 1962—1970; McLees and Finch 1973) .

- 
- Thus , the range of the electromagnetic spectrum which could be

• expected to have a significant influence on muscular, neural and

behavioural functions, would have to consist of frequencies which
allow significant absorption of energy from the electromagnetic
radiation. This has led to confine most studies to frequencies be-
tween 0.5 GHz and 10 GHz.

Power absorbed by an object from a radiation field will be dis-

sipated in the form of heat. This is especially true for microwave
fields and it has led to a considerably controversy as to whether
neural and behavioural effects noted in such irradiation fields are

due simply to heating of the living system (thermal effects) or to
specific stimulating effect of the neural network by the electromag-
netic radiation field (atherma l effects).

The problem of changes in neuronal functions under low power
density microwave fields has received considerable attention from
several research scientists (Lobanova et al,1962; Kamenskiy 1964,
1968; McAfee 1959—1963).

The investigations conducted by Presman et al (1962 ,1963) have
led to the hypothesis that microwave radiation stimulation basic- —

ally alters those mechanisms involved in the function of excitatory
structures (Lobanova, 1971).

This theory was advanced by Kamenskiy (1964) incorporating para-
meters of stimulation. Other investigators have refused to accept
the possibility of athermal neural stimulation and have considered

an explanation based upon local heating (McAfee 1969). 
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Several experiments have been done to study the effects of micro—
wave irradiation on the nervous system of homeotherm and poikilotherm

animals (McAffe 1959-1969). The experiments were designed to separate

• thermal from athermal neural effects. Refrigerated poikilotherm

animals were irradiated with a power level of 45 mW/cm2 for various
periods of time. In addition, experiments at the same wavelength and

power density were conducted on isolated nerve preparations.

Results from the peripheral nerve experiments indicate that previous
reports of neural effects may be explainable as effects due to local
heating of peripheral nerves rather than to excitation of the central

nervous system (McLees and Finch 1973). The principal effect observed
was a temperature dependent increase of motor activity of the irradiat-
ed animal. These experiments have indicated that the observed effects
of microwaves on isolated nerve preparations were reproducible by
equivalent non-electromagnetic heating.

It is well known, that in nerves the velocity of propagation decrea-
ses as the temperature is lowered (Helmholtz 1850) and the amplitude
of action potential decreases until a temperature is reached when the
nerve becomes inexcitable (Gasser 1931) even though the resting mem-
brane potential at this temperature is only slightly affected (Lorente
de No 1947)

The influence of heat in reversibly inhibiting various biological
processes (Coraboeuf and Weidinann 1954; Crozier 1924-1926) has been
discussed by Johnson, Eyring and Polissar (1954).

In nerve, a “heat paralysis” occurs when the temperature is raised
to a certain extent, excitability is lost, but recovering takes place
on cooling, provided that the nerve is not heated at high temperatures
or maintained at a relatively high temperature for a long period of
time (Davis 1926; Guttman 1969; Hodgkin and Katz 1949; Johnson 1957;
Ling et al 1949; Moore et al 197’; Tasaki 1949 ; 
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• T.asaki et al 1957; Tasaki and Spyropoulos 1957) . Thus with some

species of frogs, heat paralysis of nerve trunks occurs at tempera-

tures between 32° and 40°C (FitzHugh and Cole 1964; Mac?ar].ane and

Meares 1958; Tasaki 1957; Th~rner 1920) and the excitability i~
restored when they are cooled.

Presumably the effect here is fundamentally the same as in the

reversible denaturation of proteins and enzymes in general, although

some of the proteins and enzymes concerned in normal activity of a

nerve are surely more susceptible to thermal inactivation , reversible

as well as irreversible , than others.

Some of these systems are more sensitive in nerve than in other
tissues.

Generally the effects of raising the temperature are reversible

on cooling, provided that the system had not been maintained for

any considerably long period of time at or above the temperature Of

maximal activity.

Schwan (1953-1972) has carried out studies of the electrical pro—

perties of living tissues and absorption characteristics of micro-

wave radiation. He has pointed out that pulsed fields cannot be more

effective than C.W.fields of the same average power. Theoretical

work was presented, establishing dielectric and conductivity constants 
—

as functions of macromolecular content and frequency, including deter-

mination of depth of penetration values and the relative absorption

cross section of man.

Experiments were recently carried out in our laboratory (unpublished

data) in living frogs. Irradiation has not permanently altered the

velocity of propagation of the action potential measured in vivo and

in vitro in the sciatic nerve trunk or skeletal muscle, provided
that during the irradiation period the temperature of the frog biolo—
gical preparations was kept constant using a refrigerated thermo—

regulated bath and perfusing system.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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• In many metabolic experiments, periodic daily changes have been

observed. More striking are seasonal changes, when there is mar-

ked difference in summer and winter climates (Florkin and Schoffe —
niels, 1969) . Seasonal differences in respiratory rates, osmoregula—

tory mechanisms, etc., in several species may be correlated with
the animal’s biochemical composition during the various seasons
(Vernberg and Vernberg 1972). It is known that many physiological
functions adapt themselves to environmental changes, as sui~”-~rized

by Proser (1958). Therefore, comparative studies of microwave ra—

diation effects will be presented.

Recent work in this laboratory (Portela et al., 1974) indicated
that muscle cells from winter frogs exposed during 120 mm to micros
wave radiation (3GHZ) with power densities between 0.5 and 10 mW/cm
present transient changes in several osmotic and electrical cell
parameters (W ff ~ ~w’ R , Cm l gNa, gK, etc.).

The present study, which is a continuation of our recent work,

was designed to analyze transient effects evoked by microwave irra-
diation at power density of 10 mW/cm2, and to detect seasonal varia—
tions and thermal effects, in electrical and osmotic parameters of

frog muscle cells. Muscle cells of summer’s frogs are showing sig-
nificantly lower microwave effects.

Thermal effects produced by non-electromagnetic heating were corn—
pared with induced effects of microwave irradiation, where heat was

removed by a constant temperature refrigerating system.

Data here presented are oriented to establish criteria about a
possible difference between thermal and non-thermal effects of micro—
wave irradiation .
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METHODS

Muscle preparation for muscle cell electrical properties
measurements:

Sartorius muscles from the South American frog (Leptodactilus

Ocellatus) were used. Fresh weights in the range from 45 to 47 mg ear—

torius muscles were carefully dissected from each frog with minimal

damage to the fibers, leaving the lower side practically free of

connective tissue. The nerves were severed at 1 cm from the muscle

surface. The geometrical shape of this muscle corresponds to a plane

sheet with the following dimensions: length 2 cm, width 0.4 cm, thick-
ness 0.08 cm. The muscle density was estimated at about 1.07 g/cm3.
Membrane surface area measurements on sartorius muscle have been
carried out by light microscopy measurements. Diameters and lengths
of fibers (i.e. intact cells) gave a mean diameter of 78—80 micron.

The average cell membrane surface value is per gram of muscle 500 ±

50 cm2. (volume/surface, ratio: 0.002 cm). The average extracellular
space for sartorius muscle was 26% of muscle wet weight (Portela et

al 1965).

The nerve-muscle preparations were used following procedures iden—
tical to those described in Portela, et al (1970; l970a,b; 1974).
End plate regions as well as the end plate free regions toward the end - 

-

of the cells were carefully identified on each muscle cell studied
by following the techniques of Fat-t and Katz (1951), Thesleff (1955).
and Portela (1970a ,b).
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By carefully mapping the microscope field , it is possible to iden-

t ify  a particular cell and to return the microelectrode later to with—

in 50 micron of the same cell. Bloelectrical responses evoked by

means of intracellular stimulation were measured repeatedly by short

term micropippette electrode insertions. Consequently, the electrical

parameters of the muscle cell membrane free of motor end plates were

analyzed.

Membrane electrical constants were determined following the general

methods of Fatt and Katz (1951) and Portela, et al (1970, 1974). The

calculations were based on the cable analysis of Hodgkin et al (1946),

Katz (1948), with modifications necessary for intracellular microelec-

trodes of Fatt and Katz (1951), Portela et al (1974), and Hubbard (1963),

Frank et al (1964), Plonsey et al (1969).

The minimuinstrength of the rectangular current pulse required to

initiate an action potential was determined following methods in Portela

et al (1974) .

Dynamic electrical parameters of the active membrane, including the

magnitude of the ionic current associated with the action potential

were calculated following the techniques and analytical procedures des-

cribed by Jenerick (1963, 1964), Minorsky (1947), Graham et al (1961)
and Portela et al (1974), assuming that similar events occur on the ge-

nesis of the action current in muscle cells as postulated in the Hodgkin—

Huxley model of the nerve axon (1952).

Therefore it was assumed that the membrane action current of muscle
cells conducting a propagated action potential obeys the cable equation
(Hodgkin and Huxley 1952; Pcrtela ,et al 1974) :

( a/2R 02 ) . d2V/dt 2 
= Cm • dV/dt + I or

d21¼h/dt2 
= kr (dV/dt + 

~~
‘Cm

) (1)

1:



-where “a” is the fiber radius; R1 
the specif ic resistivity of the

intracellular fluid (250 ohm—cm) ; 6 the propagation velocity ; V mag—
‘nitude of the membrane potential; Cm membrane capacitance; I the ionic

current; k rate constant for the initial step of the action potential
2 r

(2R10 Cm/a); 1~ the total membrane current, 
equal to the sum of the

capacitative and ionic currents.

• The propagated action potential was recorded against its first time
derivativc (Portela, et al 1973, 1974). The equation (1) was rearranged

to obtain a convenient expression for manipulation of the phase plane

data (V,dV/dt):

I = C dV/dt (rn/k
r 

- 1) (2 )

The phase plane trajectory of the action potential allowed to obtain
a point by point graphical solution of equation (2 )  where dV/dt (or v)
is the ordinate, and m = dy/dy is the slope at any point . Thus , an
ionic action current-membrane potential plot (I-V) throughout the action

potential was traced, i.e., the tracing of the calculated ionic mem-

brane current I as a function of membrane potential V. The value of

membrane capacitance Cm 
was obtained from the passive membrane electrical

parameter measurements. The tracing of the action potential as V,dV/dt

and the calculated ionic current I versus V are simultaneously plotted

in Figure 1 (a,b). These curves were drawn based on average data. From

the relationship I-V and membrane potential as function of time (v,t),

the total ioflic current as function of time (I,t) is obtained, as shown
in Figure 1 (a ,b) on the basis that V ,dV/dt and V,t have been simultaneously
recorded. The integration of the area under the curve I,t gives the total
ionic charge “q” . The areas under the inward and outward ionic currents

• correspond to a net uptake “q
1
” and a net loss “q “, respectively, per

action potential. 

~~ -•  -- -~~~~~-- - - -•
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The flow diagram for obtaining the above indicated parameters i•
given in Figure 2. The advancing foot of the action potential rises

exponentially in time with a rate constant kr (Plonsey 1969) corree-

ponding to the first linear region of the phase plane trajectory of the

action potential. During the interval of time that this linearity

lasts from the resting membrane potential Vr to the excitation potential

V*, the current drawn through the membrane is mainly capacitative.

Following membrane excitation at V~, there is rapid inward sodium

current I flowing through a negative conductance -gNa, which depends
F nonlinearly on the magnitude V of the membrane potential. The magnitude

- 

- - of the peak sodium i nward ionic current Ij is related to the maximum
rate of rise of the action potential ‘~+ . The inward ionic current

decreases linearly with the change of V, corresponding the limiting

membrane conductance gNa. If the value of gNa should remain constant

and the inward ionic current was due exclusively to sodium ions, the

sodium equilibrium potential VNa 
should be reached. The predicted

value of V , is tnferred from the rate constant kN intercept in the
Na a

membrane potential V axis, as shown in Figure la. The system does not

reach VNa but instead it tends to a lower transient state V5, i.e., the

maximum amplitude of the propagated action potential. The second 
•

linear region of the phase plane trajectory with a rate constant

corresponds to the gNa given in the I-V plot. Following v8,the. ienic actior

current reverses, becoming outward and reaching the peak outward ionic

current I , which is approximately proportional to the maximum rate of

fall of the action potential (
~ -) •

The outward ionic current is mainly carried by potassium ions. After

10 is attained, the magnitude of the outward potassium ionic current I
varies linearly with V corresponding to the limiting membrane conductance -

gK. The indicated process tends to reach the initial value of the neg-
ative after-potential V~ (or V0~), corresponding to a linear trajectory
of slope kK. From plotted data in Figure 1 (a,b) it is observed that 

- 

•

- — - -
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there is a shift of the peaks of inward sodium or outward potassium

ionic currents (I~ or r~
) as related to the ~7 + or ~T-, respectively

(i.e., also inferred from the values corresponding to the first and the
second inflection points). The linear regions of phase plane plot
V,dV/dt given as kr~ 

kNa and k~ 
were mathematically treated as des-

cribed (Portela, et al, 1974) allowing us to define the limiting mem-
• brane conductances for the inward and outward ionic currents:

gNa = ; [ 
~~Wa~” 

kr) (kNa + kr)] and

• gK = Cm [ (kK/ kr) (kx + kr ) ]

The electronic system used and block diagram of interconnections is
presented in Figure 3. The instrumental arrangements are described in

-
~ •- greated detail in Portela , et al (1974). This system automatically

obtains the electrical data for determining the indicated parameters.

The nerve-muscle preparations were bathed with Ringer solution
(pH 7.2 - 7.4) of chemical composition given in Table I. The osmolarity
of solutions was checked cryoscopically. All experiments were carried

out at 25°c;temperature dependence of the passive and active electrical
membrane parameters (as well as cell water parameters) were also stu-

died at the temperature range from 20°to 30°C. Biological preparations
were perfused with Ringer solutions for 30 minutes following dissection,
before experiments started.

Irradiation Procedures

Two types of experiments were run simultaneously for determining

the final criteria for irradiation procedure, as fol1~wing these
• protocols:

1.- One chamber of each pair of sartorius muscle from the same frog
was irradiated. Control muscles occupied similar plastic chambers out-
side the irradiation room during irradiation exposure and were other-
wise treated identically. Within 5 seconds after completion of irradi-
ation, the electrical measurements were obtained from the identified
muscle cells as above described. This procedure is described in detail

in Portela, et al (1974).

d 
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2 -  The electrical measurements were done in the same muscle before
- 

and 5 seconds after irradiation , in the identified muscle cells. The

control cells from protocol (1) measurements thus provided non irra-

diated control data for protocol (2) measurements. The striking

feature of these data is the constancy of the electrical membrane para-

meters for both controls. There was no statistical difference between

the electrical parameters for controls determined following

these two protocols. The irradiation data from these two experimental

procedures were also similar.Thus, the data presented in this work we-
re obtained following the criteria established in protocol (2).

The nerve muscle preparation was irradiated in the perfusion chamber,

and exposed to 10 mW/cm2 during a period of 120 minutes, in the far
field region on the axis of the horn antenna.

Data presented here were obtained between July 1971 and March 1974,

Preliminary work was recently published, reporting data from muscle

cells corresponding to frogs of winter seasons (Portela et al 1974).

The present study is an extension of that work, comparing data with

those obtained in frogs of summer seasons.

Continuous removal of electromagnetic radiation heating by the cooling
system: Apparatus for perfusion of nerve-muscle preparation.

Special attention has been given to temperature control of the per—
fusion apparatus to ensure constant temperature. The nerve—
muscle preparation is held in a water-jacketed chamber of cylindrical
geometry of 1 centimeter diameter and 10 centimeter length (internal

• dimensions) with a sintered-glass filter disc sealed into the top por-
tion. The inf lowing normal Ringer solution is delivered by means of
a teflon tubing (3 millimeter internal diameter) and the outfiowing
fluid is recirculated by a roller pump from a reservoar of 200 - 

- -

cm3 containing the Ringer solution at the desired temperature,
controlled by the the’iuoregulated bath system (F’igure 4). The bio-
logical preparation is perfused with a flow rate of 50cni~/minute. The

additional circuitry for temperature control of the water jacketing

4



of the nerve-muscle chamber assures the chosen temperature, by means 
—

of a high flow rate of KCX-dioxane-water solution of 5 liter- /minute .

The temperature is recorded in the water circuitry at the convenient

• points indicated in Figure 4. In addition, the temperature of the

biological preparation perfusion normal Ringer solution is monitored.

The reservoir containing the perfusion solution is enclosed in the

KC1-dioxane-water solution temperature regulated bathed system, asses-

ing equal temperature at the biological preparation perfusion chamber
and water-jacketing system . The water jacketing system enclosing

the perfusion nerve-muscle chamber has a spherical form , made of
Pyrex glass and capacity • 5 liter. The radius of this sphere is 10.7

centimeter. The KC1-dioxane-water solution is supplied from the ther-

mostatically controlled KC1-dioxane waterbath and circulator, which

contains a refrigerating and heating system and is recirculated at a

flow rate of 5 liter /minute. This equipment allows us to maintain the

temperature, both perfusion solution and KC1-dioxane—water solution

cooling system within ~ 0.02°C, in the range 0° to 50°C.

The nerve-muscle preparations were mounted in the teflon holder device

at 120 percent of their resting length, adjusted by means of a special

teflon micrometric system. This holder is plugged in the water spher—

ical jacketing system as indicated in Figure 4. The sealed perfusion

chamber has a capacity of 10 cm3.

Biological preparations mounted as described were exposed to a
power density 10 mW/cm2 during a period of 120 minutes. The chosen

exposure time, corresponds to one in which reversible effects on the
studied parameters are observed. The higher flux of 10 IiW/cm2 will
increase the temperature of 1 gram of muscle tissue (density 1.07 g/ca3)
by 1.5°C after 10 minutes of exposure, provided that this power is
entirely absorbed. Temperature distribution in the biological prepa-
ration irradiated by the external microwave energy source , was estimated
by solving the thermal diffusion equation as described by Chan et al
(1973) . The thermal conductivity and the specific heat coefficients
were determined (Ponder 1962), giving the values 0.0012 cal -cm/cm2 sec - ‘c 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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— and 0.085 cal/g °C, respectively. The Ringer solution at the chosen

•temperature perfused into the nerve-muscle chamber directly cooling the

preparation. This is due both to the adequate Ringer fluid flow through

extracellular space and to the optimal thermal properties of the muscle

for its capacity to conduct heat. The external thermal regulation dcvi-
ce here described, permits a rapid heat transfer to the Ringer solution

(Liang—Tseng Fan . et al 1971; A.K. Chan et al 1973; Shitzer 1973)

Temperature dependence of the passive and active electrical, and cell
water parameters

To study temperature relationship of the analyzed parameters we used as
- 

- mathematical model the Arrhenius equation. Temperature of the thermoregu-
- 

- lated bath system was adjusted to the va lues indicated in Table VII . The
temperature of the nerve-muscle preparation was monitored with thermistor
probes placed in the vicinity of the recording microelectrodes. The aca_

ble” as well as the active electrical parameters were determined as pre-
viously described. The values of several parameters of the action poten-
tials depend on the magnitude of the membrane capacitance Cm (Nastuk and
Hodgkin 1950). Since C has not been observed to be temperature dependent
between 20° and 30°C, corrections are not applied to its values . Muscle
cell water parameters were simultaneously determined following procedures
here described.

Microwave Irradiation

The nerve—muscle preparations were exposed to microwave energy, corres-
ponding to a power density of 10 mW/cm2 , by means of an APS2O Radar Trans-
mitter System. The microwave generator has the following characteristics:

• Frequency: 2.88 GHZ; wavelength 10.41 cm.; peak power 2 megawatts; pulse
width 0.67 microseconds; pulse repetiton rate 900 ppsec; duty cycle

6 x 10~~ and average power 1.2 kilowatts.

The calibration of the radar unit and power density measurements were

L. _
_ _  

-
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done following the general procedures used by Schwan et al (1961).

The power delivered from the generator to the transmitting antenna
was attenuated, with the purpose of obtaining a power density in the
indicated range. This attenuation was achieved by means of a 20 db

calibrated directional coupler, the main branch of which is connected to

a higher power load termination, while the secondary branch is coupled

to the horn antenna (15.62 db at 2.88 GHz, similar to a Narda 644).

The output power of the microwave generator was measured before and

after exposure by means of a water calorimeter. The SWVR of the load

was determined using a slotted section and a Standing Wave Meter. For

all cases the SWVR magnitude was found to be 1.18 indicating that prac-
tically the entire power delivered to the antenna was radiated. The

equipment components are schematically shown in Figure 4; to perform
- 

- the different measurements, they a:e arranged as follows:

a) Output measurements: the power calorimeter load (6) is connected

to the output F of the directional coupler (8). The SWVR is determined

with (1) .

b) Low power irradiation (12 Watts): The horn antenna (11) is connected

to the secondary branch C of (8), and the power load (7) to the output

Fof (8).

C) High power irradiation (1.2 KW): (11) is connected to the output F

of (8) and (7) to the output C of (8).

d) Relative field strength pattern:(11) is connected to the low power
microwave generator (9). The relative field strength signal is received

by antenna (14) and measured by SWVR metter (18) through (17) and plott—
ed by (13). H

e) Power density measurements: the power delivered by (14) is measured
by power meter (16) through (15) and plotted by (13).

For all the above measurements, the output signal is monitored by
oscilloscope (4), the frequency by (3) and the output power by (5).



The symmetry of the irradiation pattern of the transmitting antenna

was determined in order to ensure the non-existence of stationary waves

inside the irradiation room. For this determination the horn antenna

was connected to a low power microwave generator and a receiving system

for measuring the relative field stregth was used. The receiving system

co~nsists in a quarter wave dipole antenna (14) connected to a detector

diode (17) and a SWVR L18) used to amplify and measure the signal from

the receivix~g antenna.

For the purpose of facilitating pattern determination, the receiving

antenna was mounted on a carrier-servosystem which permits the scanning

of antenna position in an X-Y transverse plane relative to the irradia—
-

S 
tion axis. Power density measurements were performed connecting the
quarter wave receiving dipole (14) to a 430 HP power meter 116) with a

477 thermistor (15). The calculated values of power densities at various

distances in the far field on the axis of the horn antenna were in close
agreement with Schwan’s data (1961).

Muscle preparation for studying muscle cell water parameters

By straightforward application of single compartment analysis techniques,

it is possible to evaluate the osmotically effective fractional volume,

W , and the cell membrane water permeability , P , of a living cell from
eff w

measurements of the transient changes in cell volume after a step change in
the osmolarity of the bathing fluid. We have recently applied this techniqw
to the analysis of radiation or denervation effects on sing~~ muscle cells
(Portela et al,  1971,1974). The procedures involve isolating a single mus-
cle fiber in an appropiate bathing chamber, and measuring its diameter every

• 10 sec over a period of S mm , following an abrupt change in osmolarity of
the bathing solution .

The fiber is mounted so that the length changes, which should not occur
can be detected. Effective fiber volume per unit length can be calculated
from the diameter measurement, and volume changes with time can thus
be computed.Frog Tribialis anticus muscles, from both legs, with fresh
weights in the range 45 to 47 mg, were dissected free, with as long a tendon
as possible still attached to each end , and mounted in a special plastic
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t • perfusion chamber , equipped with small plastic platforms to which the

tendons could be secured by insect pins . Dissection was carried out
. under stereomicroscopic observation . With fine dissecting instruments,
the tendon at one end was carefully sectioned longitudinally and the

excess muscle cells teased away , until a single intact muscle fiber was
left still normally attached to its tendons. Throughout this process,

the muscle was covered at all times with normal Ringer solution main—
tam ed at 25°C. The muscle and the supporting plastic platforms were
arranged so that the single fiber lay in the solution with a slight arc
downward, both to ensure that it was not under excessive tension and
also to control the length of the fiber. During subsequent treatment
which might result in a shortening or lengthening of this arc and there-
fore cause the central part of the fiber on which radius measurements
were made to go out of focus. The fact that this did not happen provided
a check on the constant length of each fiber during an experiment.

Chamber and bathing solution changes

Since the cell volume changes occur over a period of about two minutes
after changing the bathing solution, it is essential to be able to change
the solutions in a few seconds. This was accomplished by a specially
made flushing valve, which connected the chember to the gravity-fed supply
lines from the solution reservoirs and to the vacunun powered drain tube.
When this valve was turned on, the old solution was withdrawn from the
chamber at the same rate as the new solution entered, so that the level
of fluid in the chamber remained constant. Complete flushing occured
within three seconds. Operation of the flushing valve was carefully
synchronized manually with the shutter of the camera. The volume of the
muscle chamber was 1.0 cm3.

Bathing solutions:

Two bathing solutions were used in these experiments, normal Ringer
and haif—osmolar ity or “ test” Ringer . Their compositions are specified
in Table 1

_ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
~~•~~~~• -
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• 
Normal Ringer has an osmolar concentration of 0.222 osmol/liter and

- - produced no detectable changes in muscle cell volume . Osmolarity of
test Ringer ii 0.111 osmol/1.

All solutions used were bubbled with 95% 0 - 5% CO
2 
outside the

S muscle chamber, had a pH of 7.2-7.4 and were maintained at 25°C.

S Single Muscle Cell Radius Measurements and Volume Calculation

Once the single muscle fiber was prepared, the dissecting microscope

V wa. replaced by a camera-microscope combination appropiately focused on
the center of the fiber. Photomicrographs of the muscle cell were taken

every 10 seconds over the 5 minute period following each solution change,
as indicated in Figure 5. After development and magnification, the di-
ameter could be measured in this final image with a precision about 2%.
Cell volume per unit length was calculated by assuming the cells to be
uniform circular cylinders .

Cells were perfused and photographed for 5 mm with normal Ringer. The
perfusing fluid was then changed to the test Ringer solution, and perfusion
and photographing continued for another 5 m m .  The perfusion fluid was
then changed back to the normal Ringer and another 5 mm period of perfusion
and photographing carried out. This entire cycle was subsequently repeated
twice as indicated in Figure 5.

Two types of experiments were run simultaneously, according to the
protocols indicated schematically in Figure 5 (Portela et al, 1971,1974).
In type A, the cell was perfused and photographed for 5 minutes with stand-
ard Ringer. The perfusing fluid was then changed to the test solutions
and perfusion and photographing continued for 5 m m .  The perfusion fluid
was then changed back to the standard Ringer, and another 5 miii period of
perfusion and photographing carried out. The entire cycle was subsequently
repeated at 120 mm and again at 180 miii.

In type B. protocols, the second cycle of solution changes was replaced
by a 120 mm irradiation period. The muscle cell was irradiated in the
perfusion chamber. Within 60 sec after completion of irradiation, the cycle

_ _  
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of normal standard Ringer, half normal standard Ringer, and normal
standard Ringer solution perfusions , was repeated . The Type A measure-
ments provided non-irradiated control data for the type B.

Determination of Osmotically Effective Volume Fraction, Weff and water

Permeability, 
~~

The derivation and details of the procedure are given in Portela et al

(1971, 1974).  Provided the test solution is half norma l Ringer , Weff ~
is given by:

W ff = (V
~

- V
~0) / V~0

where V~0 is the cell 
volume in normal Ringer and V~ in the test Ringer.

The quantity Vc 
- V~0 is called Ve~ and can be shown to equal the osmo-

tically effective volume of the cell in normal Ringer when the osmolari
ty of the test Ringer is exactly half (1/2) that of the normal Ringer

(Portela et al 1971, 1974).

The value of is determined by matching computed solutions for the

non linear differential  equation describing cell volume changes to the
measured volume versus time curves. The computed curve which most close

ly f i ts the data , then provides an estimate for the value of P~ for that
fiber under those conditions. The uncertainty in estimation of in this
situation is less than 0 .03  units . Curves were calculated by numerical —

solution of the non-linear differential  equation describing cell volume V ,
as a function of time , incorporating the assumption of the previous para-
graph. This equation is

dV/dt = P . 2 ~~~V [Co •Ve/ V- (V
~0 - Ve) 

- C
e]

where Ce is osmolarity of bathing 
solution, and the other symbols have

already been defined .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

• Seasonal differences in the observed transient microwave radiation
effects on the passive and dynamic electrical properties and cell water i
parameters of muscle-cells, from muscles of the South American frog j S -

(Leptodactilus Ocellatus) are here reported , indicating less effect du— I
ring the summer than in the winter . The effects were produced under mi—
crowave irradiation exposure of 10 mW/cm 2 for a period of 120 m m .

Mean values and corresponding t-test for significance of muscle cell
parameters determined be fore and immediately after  irradiation , in expe -

riments developed during winter and summer seasons for the period July -
1971 and Ma rch 1974 , are presented in Tables. Data for “Winter frogs”
were obtained from 60 cells of 20 d i f ferent  muscles and data correspon-
ding to “Summer frogs” were from 80 cells of 27 muscles.

Passive Electrical Membrane Parameters

An interesting feature of these data is the constancy of the passive
and dynamic electrical membrane parameters of control muscle cells through i
out Winter or Summer seasons. Seasonal variations were not observed in
these electrical membrane parameters.Imrnediately after microwave exposure,1
early transient effects  have been observed in the specific membrane resis -

tance Rm~ the membrane capacitance Cm and the space constant Xof muscle
cells. However, this microwave radiation effect was slightly higher on
those muscle cells from Winter frogs . Data are presented in Table II. The
observed changes in the magnitude of the indicated electrical membrane p

~
rameters are transient, recovering their initial control values within

time constants of approximately 3 mm for the observed value chi~nges in
• muscle cells from summer frogs, and approximately 20 mm , for muscle from

winter frogs. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - J
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Action potential propagation

• Immediately after  microwave irradiation an eariy transient increase
in the magnitude of the propagation velocity of the action potential

• 6 , was observed. This effect was higher in muscle cell from “winter

frogs” , recovering the normal value with a time constant of approx-

imately 20 mm while the induced effect on cells from “summer frogs”
was characterized by a faster recover of e, with a time constant of
approximately 3 m m .  Data are presented in Table III.

Dynamic Electrical Parameters of the Active Membrane

The mean values of the main characteristic parameters of the pro—
pagated action potential obtained from recordings of the phase plane
trajectory (V ,dV/dt) and membrane potential against time (V,t) as pre-
sented in Figure 1 (a,b)are given in TableaIII,IV and V. Data correspond-
ing to control and immediately after irradiation of muscle cells con—
diti on s , are given with the corresponding t-test for significance.
Microwave irradiation has evoked a transient increase in the active
membrane parameter ‘/+ , V- , V , V and V .

Os Na S

The transient increase in the magnitude of V05, VNa and V~ as shown
in Table III and Figure 6 , were related to the increase in the maximum
rate of rise of the propagated action potential. The calculated ionic
current associated with the propagated action potential is presented
in Figure 1 (a,b) as a locus on the I—V plane. These parameters from

the ionic current—membrane potential relations are given in Tables IV

and V 1 and Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10. From the I-V relations is clear
that microwave energy absorption has enhaced the peak inward sodium
current I

~~
. The inward ionic current from irradiated cells developed

• faster than before irradiation (control condition) as illustrated in
Figure 1 (a,b) corresponding to the increase of the rate of rise dV/dt
of membrane potential V and the increase of membrane negative conduc-

tance -gNa; consequently , a higher peak inward ionic current I~ was
reached early.

Microwave irradiation, however, had virtually no effect on excitation.

-~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :_ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~~~~~_ . _ - - - - - - -~~~~
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The excitation potential V refers to the value of the membrane

potential at which regenerative activity begins as given in Figure

1 (a,b) and Table IV. It must be noted that the magnitude of the

predicted sodium equilibrium potential VN I is probably a function
of the magnitude of the early inward sodium and outward potassium
ionic currents . The observed shift  in V and V may be expected

os Na
as a consequence of the net inward sodium current associated to a
transient increase in the magnitude of the limiting sodium conduct-
ance gNa (Table V and Figure 10). The time to peak Na currant was
decreased as reported early (Portela et al 1974) and related to the

magnitude of

The outward ionic current, mainly defined as corresponding to
potassium ions, reaches the observed transient increase of the peak
outward ionic current I , shortly after the second inflection point
V~ of the action potential as shown in Figure 1 (a,b) and Table IV.
However I

~ 
bears a close relationship to the maximum rate of fall of

the action potential (V- ). The magnitude of I after I was attained,

is related to the increase value of the limiting potassium conductance
gE. The initial value of the negative after potential V0~~(or V~ )
had not been altered by microwave irradiation ( Tables III and V).

The rate constants for the foot of the action potential kr ,and for
the terminal region of the action potential k

K 
were transiently uncrea—

ed. However the rate constant kNa was not altered (Table V and Fig-
ure 8) Therefore the transient increase in gK is given by the obser-
ved changes In kr~ kK and Cm and for gNa as due to changes In kr and
C .
m

From the analysis of the above studied parameters, it is shown that
the transient changes evoked by microwave radiation are higher in those
experiments done during winter seasons (see Figure I and Table Iv).

The net charge accumulation ~q, associated in the generation of an
action potential is diminished by microwave irradiation exposure, even
though both q1 and were increased.

Data show that the transient changes in the magnitude of passive

_ _  _____ _  __
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or active eiectrical membrane parameters were higher in muscle cells
• from “winter frogs ” than from ‘summer frogs” , indicating that sea-

sona l environmental changes may bring about adapt ive alterations in
living organisms, causing changes for hierarchical order of cellular

control functions. The transient changes produced by microwave irra-

diation on the indicated parameters return to normal values following

similar time courses for muscle cells from frogs of the same season
(f igures 6 , 7, 8, 9 and 10). The difference between time constants,

for summer and winter frogs, is remarkable in this amphibious specie

Leptodactilus ocellatus .

The analysis of the striated muscle cell action current and related
parameters associated with the propagated action potential have m di—

cated the influence of microwave energy absorption on the cell mole-
cular structures responsible of excitation and cell conduction.

Muscle Cell Water Parameters

The averaged results of experiments on a group of 60 single cells
from muscles of 20 “winter frogs” and on a group of 80 cells from 27
muscles of “summer frogs” , are presented in Table VI.

The Figure 5 is illustrating those typical experiments reported

from winter frogs. As it was recently reported , reducing the bathing

solution osmolarity to half-normal, results in a signif icant volume
increase as expected (Portela et al 1971, 1974) . Noteworthy is the
constancy of cell volume after  equilibration, in all cases and even
more important, its r~-producibi 1ity on repeated changes, back and forth
between norma l and ha if—osmolarity solutions as given in Figure 5.

Since the cell volume repeatedly achieves constant values in both

normal and test solutions, all fluxes of ions, water and non—electro—
lytes into and out of the cell must be in balance under both these con—
djtions,ejther in control or irradiated systems.

Furthermore, since the values are reproducible over a number of
normal test -~~~~~~~ normal cycles (Figure 5), there must be no loss of
solute in the test solution conditions. In addition , the fact

- - -

~
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that the different volume changes in muscle cells, immediately
• following irradiation are equally reproducible means that , whatever

the internal transient compartmental changes inducing microwave energy
absorption (indicated by the increase of both, the W and P ) ,  theyeff  w
are not apparently affected by the cell stretching experienced in
test solution. Immediately after microwave irradiation, although a
greater swelling is observed in the cells under test solution , normal

S 

cell volume is again observed when returning to standard Ringer.

The magnitude of W as well as of P are transiently increasedeff w
by the effect of microwave irradiation, having less effect during
summer than winter seasons, as shown in Table VI. These transient
effects  on cell water parameters dissapeared within 10—20 mm follow—

ing irradiation. However, the time courses of recovering are similar

f u r  ~ - perimental data from either summer’s or winter’s muscle cells.

Nevertheless, the W and P control data values from winter andeff  w
summer frogs show a significant difference.

Those values of W and P corresponding to cells of winter frogs
eff w

are significantly lower (P less than 0.001, by t—test) suggesting a

consolidation or “tightening up” of the muscle cell structure in win-

ter as compared to summer frogs.

Moreover these data indicate that the irrad iated cell has not
changed its initial water content, but has transiently increased the
membrane water permeability and the water fraction which is available —

for free exchange with extracellular fluid. These transient changes

must be correlated to the observed increase of ion conductances and

- 
. ionic currents (Gm, gNa ,gK , etc . ) .  Data suggest that the observed

seasonal differences in the magnitude of microwave irradiation effects
may be related to specific cellular mechanisms of physiological adapt-

ation, depending on adaptive changes which affect  specific molecular
controlling properties of membrane cellular structures and cellular

metabolic regulations .

Cellular living processes cannot proceed normally unless a relative-
ly constant temperature is maintained , either in the environment or

L~~~~ . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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internally;  in this regard , in poikilotherms , the thermal properties
• of the water should be of fundamental im~’ortance. The metabolic

processes in summer ’ s frogs Amphibious Leptodactilus ocellatue gene—
rate heat, but as a consequence of the fact that actively metabolizing
tissues ( i . e . ,  muscle) ar e at least 75-80% water with its high heat
capacity, the resultant temperature increase is minimized. The ob-

served summer values of cell water parameters may be consistent with

protection mechanisms from fluctuations in temperature.

Therefore , from the comparative analysis of data from both seasons,
and assuming that the effects of microwave radiation mainly results
from heat generation , it is inferred that the observed lower response
to microwave expo sure during summer may be due to the high ability of
water to dissipate heat, reinforced by seasonal adjustments of water

parameters (McLees and Finch 1973).

Non—electromagnetic heating effect on passive and active membrane

parameters, and cell water parameters.

The results concerning the thermal effects on the passive and dy—

namic electrical parameters and cell membrane permeability of muscle
cells evoked by non-electromagnetic heating (i.e., heating the muscle

preparation using the described thermoregulated bath and perfusion
system) are presented in Table VII.

In the analysis of temperature relationships of these parameters ,
it appeared a linear relationship between the logarithm of the expe-
rimental variable and the negative reciprocal of absolute temperature,
following Arrhenius equation. The resting membrane potential Vr , the

• resting membrane conductance Gm and the membrane capacitance Cm have
not been affected by a 10°C increase in temperature , corresponding
to the of 1.1 and 1.18, respectively. But, the main shape para—

meters of the propagated action potential trajectory, kr~ 
gNa, gK, V+,

and V- 1 are affected by a definite temperature dependence (Portela et
al 1974), as inferred from temperature coefficients , Q

10
, between 2

and 2.27 given in Table VII. This is partly to be expected , since
these parameters are der-endent on various properties of the excitable

L .  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ --— - - - -_-
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membrane (i.e., ionic currents; ionic conductances ,voltage and time

dependent; propagation velocity) and most likely are related to each

other. It must be pointed out here that the ionic conductances of

the active membrane are more temperature dependent than the conduc-

tance of the resting membrane Gm or of the various electrolyte solu-

tions (Cole 1968; Tasaki 1957; Johnson, Eyring and Polissar 1954) .
As far as we are able to judge, the coñductances measured here corree-
pond to steady state periods , i .e . ,  they remain constant for brief
period of time during the membrane response (gNa, gK). Since this is

so, present measurements are not made on the rates with which the con—

ductances are changed , but rather on the temperature dependence of
the magnitude of the ionic conductance itself.  It is interesting
therefore to note tha t these dynamic characteristics should be diff—
erent from the resting membrane conductance Gm which has a Q

10 
of 1.18

This suggests that the process of action potential generation can—

not be due to simple increase or enhancernent of the normal passive 
—

mode of mernbrana ion penetration.

Employing kinetic interpretation , the higher Q
10 

and the correspond-

ing Arrhenius thermal increments between 12 and 14 kcal/mol, would
thus imply a more energetic process than diffusion in an aqueous phase .
For temperature coefficients from 1.0 to 1.3-1.6 , it may be m di-

cated that physical processes such as dif fus ion , probably control
the resting membrane potential and the amplitude of the action potential -

If so, the ion gradients postulated as the source of membrane pot—
entia]. are adequately maintained over this range of temperature
(i.e., 20° to 30°C). The duration of the action potential(and the is—

• tency period)decreases by a temperature rise of 10°C , whereas the am—
plitude of the action potential is not significantly affected. The

maximum rate of rise V+ or the maximum rate of fall V- of the action

potential are therefore temperature dependent as given in Table VII.
The propagation velocity of the action potential e and the rate con-
stant kr are tightly related (Portela et al 1974) and temperature
dependent. -(Mac Farlane et al,1958).

__________________________________________________________________ 
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The water membrane permeability is not clearly defined by a tern-

• 
perature dependence as inferred from temperature coefficient 1.63

and a maximum activation energy constant E
a 
9.65 kcal/mol.

The transient increase of I’~ by microwave irradiation may not be
- - related to temperature as inf erred from data given in Table VII.

These observed effects on muscle cells due to raising the tempera-

ture from 20°to 30 °C resulted reversible on cooling and heating.
These data are in general , consistent with results obtained by other
authors (“asaki 1957; Tamashige 1950; Ling and Gerard 1949; Hodgkin

and Katz 1949; Nastuk and Hodgkin 1950; Davies 1926; FithzHugh and

Cole 1964; Gasser 1931; Del Castillo and Machne 1953; Moore et al
- - 1962) and analyzed by Johnson et al (1954) and Cole ( 1968) .

The most remarkable changes observed during this part of the re-
search work on frog muscle cell , i.e., kr~ gNa, gK, 

‘~1+, < 7-, mainly

refer to events during action potential propagation and apparently

must be related to alterations in the rate constants of the dynamic

membrane conductances , which are potential and time dependent (Hod—

gkin and Huxley 1952; Cole 1968; Portela et al 1974) .

The water cell permeability coefficient is not significantly

temperature dependent. The thermal effects on electrical parameters
produced by non-electromagnetic heating at the pre—set temperatures
ranging from 20° to 30° C were eliminated after setting the perfusion
Ringer solution at 25°C corresponding to time constants between 1
and 2 mm (Table VII) . To increase the value of water membrane per-
meability coefficient from 0.42 to 0.52, corresponding to an in—

- 

. crease of 24% , it was necessary to rise 5°C the temperature of the
bathing Ringer solution.

This data indicates that the observed transient increase of 
~~ 

by
microwave irradiation, under constant temperature condition , may be
not mainly related to thermal actions. Therefore, the comparative
analysis of reversal therr~ia1 effects on the electrical dynamic mem-

brane parameters of muscle cells in the experimented temperature range,

as compared to those transient effects produced by microwave ;.: - 
- 

- 
- 

-
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irradiation exposure at a constant temperature of 25°C, may suggest

an specific microwave radiation effect in the amphibious specie Lep-

todactilus ocellatus . On the other hand , the seasonal variation on

the cell water permeability coefficient and Weff has apparently
evoked a functiona l adjustment in the system which may react by de-

creasing the magnitude of the observed microwave effect probably by

maximizing its capacity for releasing heat developed by microwave

energy absorption . These preliminary studies may indicate that the
- 

- observed transient effect on the electrical and water muscle cell
parameters , may not be mainly due to therma l effects, but to add—

- - 
itional specific microwave actions upon the highly ordered macron~ le-
cular membrane functional activities. Nevertheless, as it was point-
ed out recently (Portela et al 1974), it must not be discarded that

electromagnetic radiation field interactions may induce localized
- 

- 

- 
heating effects at active sites of the complex molecular membrane

stuctures , which may not be readily removed by simple cooling action
of the perfusing Ringer solution system.

It will be necessary therefore to explore the capacity of muscle

cells and their cellular components, to release absorbed heat, as
well as to detect transient changes in specific membrane activities
which pl ay basic roles in the excitability as well as in those mech—
anisms related to the action potential propagation (Schwan 1972,

Frey 1971, Michaelson 1971, Portela et a]. 1974).—
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NOMENCLATURE

Passive Electrical Membrane Parameters

2 a Fiber diameter , micron

Total effective resistance, k-ohm (1/2 ~ r .r1 )
X Length constant, mm 

(~~r/r . )
Rm Membrane specific resistance, k-ohm-cm2

Tm Time constant, msec

Cm Membrane capacitance , 1AF/cm
2

• Gm Membrane conductance , mntho/cm2

d \[ 4Ri/irr
— rm 

2~~~>

r
~ 

2~~~/X
rm Membrane resistance per cm of fiber length , ohm--cm

Resistance of the internal fluid per cm of fiber length, ohm/cm

R
i Specif ic resistivity of the intracellular f luid , 250 ohm—cm

Dynamic Electrical Parameters of the Active Membrane

V Membrane potential, my

Tranamembrane Potential from zero voltage reference:

V Resting membrane potential, my

V Overshoot potex.tial , my

Von Initial value of the negative after potential, my

VNa Sodium equilibrium potential, determined from kNa rate constant
in the V axis intercept, my

• S~~~~~
__ _~~~~~~~~~~~~ _~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~——-~~~~~~ S~~~~ 
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a
V Excitation potential, my

V~ Potential at the first inflection point, my

• 

- Vj Potential at the second inflection point, my

Transmembrane Potential, from reference resting potential:

V Maximum amplitude of the action potential, my

V Vr 
minus the initial value of the negative after potential, my

Time Derivaties:

dV/dt (or ‘CT) First time derivative of the action potential, V/sec
-

- <7.s. Maximum rate of rise of the action potential, V/sec

0— Maximum rate of fall of the action potential, V/sec

Rate Constants:

k Rate Constant for the initial phase of the action potential
r —1msec

Rate constant for second linear region of the action potential,

msec~~
k Rate constant for the terminal linear region of the action
K -1

potential ,msec

Ionic Currents:

I Total membrane current ma/cm
2

t 2
I Membrane ionic current , ma/cm

Peak sodium inward ionic current, ma/cm
2

10 Peak potassium outward ionic currelit, ma/cm
2

Other parameters:

t time, msec

e velocity of propagation of the action potential, rn/sec

gNa Limiting membrane conductance for Na inward current, mntho/cm2 

---~~~~~~~ - - - -~~~~~~~- - 
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gK Limiting membrane conductance for K outward current, mho/cm2

q~ Ionic charge uptake during generation of action Pot.ntial1jiC/cu%
2

• • 

Ionic charge loss during generation of action potential,/JC/ca2

-gNa Negative Membrane Conductance, mmho/cm2

Water cell parameters

V
c 

Volume per unit length of the muscle cell in a steady state in

S 
T~~~0.5 Ringer

V Volume per unit length of the muscle cell in a steady state in
standard Ringer.

T Tonicity of perfusing solution. By definition, standard Ringer
(osmolarity 0.222) is assigned a value of T = 1.0, so that the
solution of osmolarity 0.111 has a value of T = 0.5 and is re-
ferred to, as T — 0.5 Ringer

V
c
/Vco Relative cell volume

W
eff 

The fraction of the cell volume per unit length which is osmo—
tically available water, when the cell is in a steady state in
standard Ringer. It is usually expressed as a percentage.

p Cell membrane permeability coefficient, per unit area of mem—
W 4brane, cm /osmol sec 
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Fj~gure 1 (a,b)

Simultaneous tracing of the propagated action potential in (V,dV/dt)

upper figure la, and in (V,t) lower figure lb. The V axis (Horizontal)

is common to both tracings, corresponding to figure la and ib, respectiv
~~~ Calculated ionic current from equation (2) shows the action current

during propagated action potential in both figures. Key to abreviations

in the text.

Upper Figure la:

Average tracings of action potential recorded as a phase plane tra-

jectory (V,dV/dt) and calculated ionic action current (I) against mem-

brane potential (V); i.e., I-V relationship.

The membrane potential V axis (horizontal) is common to both trac-

ings; i.e., plot of dV/dt (or ~~; left vertical axis) and ionic current

I (right vertical axis) as function of membrane potential V.

Light curve (control) and light dash curve (irradiated) are the

average action potentials traced starting from Vr as a phase, plane tra -

jectory (V,dV/dt) , before and after irradiation.

Heavy curve (control) and heavy dash curve (irradiated) are the cal-
culated ionic current associated to the propagated action potential re-

corded before and after irradiation.

Lower Figure lb

The light curve (control) and light dash curve (irradiated) are the

average action potential traced, starting from Vr as a function of tire
(i.e. V,t), corresponding to the (V,dV/dt) curves in Figure la.

By properly combining V,t (Figure ib) and I—V (Figure la) the ionic
current I (lower horizontal axis) is traced against time (right and

• left vertical axis), i.e., I,t. This I,t relation is plotted as heavy
curve (control) and heavy dashed curve (irradiated) .

The integration of the areas under the curve of the ionic action cur- -

rent traced against time correspond to net uptake q~ and net loss
of charges.

Figure 2

Flow Diagram for obtaining indicated parameters, from the ionic
current associated with the propagated action potential.
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General block diagram of the electronic system of interconnections . S

See text for identifications of abbreviations.

The instrument connections allow recording membrane potential and
‘ stimulating current versus time, as needed for measurement of passive

electrical parameters, threshold and propagation velocity, and first
time derivative of membrane potential as V vs. V,and V vs t plots.

Figure 4

General block diagram of the Irradiation System.

Figure 5

Relative muscle cell volume, V/V versus time in minutes (Vco co
is the cell volume in normal Ringer solution). Osmolarity of
perfusing solution changed as indicated by the arrows. Upper curve
A is the averaged data for 60 control muscle cells; lower curve B
for 60 irradiated muscle cells as indicated.

Figure 6

Transient effects due to microwave irradiation on the membrane
action potential parameters V , V and Vs Na os

Figure 7

Transient effects due to microwave irradiation on the maximum
rate of rise V+ and maximwn rate of fall V- of the propagated action
potential.

Figure 8

Transient effects due to microwave irradiation on the rate constants
k , 

~~a’ 
and k

K 
for the exponential regions of the action potential.

Figure 9

Transient effects due to microwave irradiation on the peak sodium
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- inward and outward potassium ionic currents of the action potential
• I

1
and I0.

Figure 10

Transient effects due to microwave irradiation on the negative

conductance -gNa and the limiting membrane conductances gNa, gK of
S the action potential.
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Equipment List and Abbreviations
- 

- For Figure 3

A.G. Sine wave generator
AT 10:1 Attenuator

• CAL Calibration unit
CAMERA Photografic camera
CE. Electrometer
CON Compensator

C.R.0. Oscilloscope
— DI? Operational amplifier

E.I. Exteri~al input

-
- G.C. Gain control on V.A.

H External sweep input
HD Horizontal display switch on CR0

1.1.1. Stimulus isolation unit
L.B. A and B inputs to lower beam
M.E. Micropipette electrodes and micromanipulatore

M.S. Master switch
P.B. Shutter control push button
P.G. Pulse generator
R Resistors (1%)
ELY A and B relays
S.D. Silicon diode
S.W. Switch for by—passing the 40K resistor

STIN Stimulator
T.M. Time mark generator

• A and B inputs to upper beam
V.A. 5x voltage amplifier )

V.E. Electrometer
Va Output voltage from relays —

W.G. Waveform generator (sawtooth)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  --——5— -
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